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Richard D. Pfeiffer II

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING AND EXTRACTING INFORMATION FROM MEDICAL REPORTS

	The purpose of this study is to examine the current use of natural language processing for extracting meaningful data from free text in medical reports.  The use of natural language processing has been used to process information from various genres.  To evaluate the use of natural language processing, a synthesized review of primary research papers specific to natural language processing and extracting data from medical reports.  A three phased approach is used to describe the process of gathering the final metrics for validating the use of natural language processing.
	The main purpose of any NLP is to extract or understand human language and to process it into meaning for a specified area of interest or end-user.  There are three types of approaches: symbolic, statistical, and connectionist.  There are identified problems with natural language processing and the different approaches.  Problems noted about natural language processing in the research are:  acquisition, coverage, robustness, and extensibility.  
	Metrics were gathered from primary research papers to evaluate the success of the natural language processors.  Recall average of the four papers was 85%.  Precision average of five papers was 87.7%.  Accuracy average was 97%.  Sensitivity average was 84%, while specificity was 97.4%.  Based on the results of the primary research there was no definitive way to validate one NLP approach as an industry standard




















     Many methods exist to codify health information such as International Classification of Disease ninth revision (ICD-9), Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED), and Current Procedural Terminology (CPT); however, these methods can be limited in their ability to extract meaning and code free text accurately and quickly.  There is a tremendous need to be able to extract meaning from various types of medical reports.  Extracting information means researchers and end users can make sense or find meaning in an array of data.  Medical reports have more importance than just the initial verbal meaning of clinicians’ findings.  Often researchers and clinicians need to understand trends in certain treatments or exams.  Also, they may want to understand what is occurring in certain populations of health care.  Extracting data from free text in structured and non- structured reports is an approach to understanding relevant semantic meaning without reading all of the text.  Extracted data can be used for research queries, computer generated reminders, patient management techniques, detecting adverse events or reactions, decision support and quality assessment (Mamlin, Heinze, &McDonald, 2003).  The functions mentioned above support the need to extract information from free-text reports.  However, methods to extract these data are still being developed and no single method has emerged as the “gold standard”.
While various methods can be used to extract meaning from these reports it is necessary to understand and define data, information and knowledge for purposes of this review.  Data is defined as a discrete entity objectively described, without interpretation or context. An example of data would be free-text in various types of medical reports.   Information is a structured form of processed data by organizing, interpreting or given meaning.  An example of information would be signs and symptoms noted in a medical report.  This meaning would be applied in some defined process.  Knowledge is defined as synthesized information derived from the interpretation of data, and it provides a logical basis for making decisions (Young, 2000).  An example of this aspect of knowledge would be making a diagnosis from the information provided in a medical report.  Another aspect of knowledge is the translation from data to information and the inference or contextual understanding of the information.  An example of knowledge in this context can be if the term pulmonary embolism is identified, it means blood clot.  This is more of an internal process example of knowledge.  These definitions are necessary in understanding the method(s) involved in this review.
One method of translating free-text data into information for knowledge building is natural language processing (NLP).  NLP is a form of linguistics and artificial intelligence that aids in understanding human language using computer technology. Linguistics is the scientific study of human language, and is an important component in natural language processing because of the focus on human language. Natural language processing involves the use of different components of language recognition.  One is lexical matching, which can be defined as identifying or mapping meaning to individual words.  Lexical matching is important to language recognition because of the need to know the meaning of individual words. Also analyzing words or phrases in sentences for grammatical meaning must be considered. This process is known as syntactic analyzing.  In addition it is important to evaluate semantics, which is the study of what words or phrases mean in natural language or in their interactions between words (Liddy, 2001).  
Natural Language Processing includes having input (language, words, text, etc.) by person or machine.  Next would be the processing the lexicons, syntax and semantics of the input to determine the literal meaning of the input.  Literal Meaning is the defined meaning of text or words of the input as defined by the NLP and its components (Brill & Mooney, 1997).  So the literal meaning becomes the generated output by the NLP.  An example of literal meaning or output would be to define pulmonary embolism as a blood clot in the lung.  So, if the input is pulmonary embolism the applied or processed meaning for output could be blood clot in the lung.  Finally the NLP has generated information draw final contextual meaning by end-user.  
These linguistic processing components have been generated by human process development; however computerized processors and database systems lend themselves to providing language processing electronically.  It is essential to see how input data are fragmented and analyzed into information.  This fragmented analysis could be used with semantic, lexicon, or syntax processing with a computer system.  A database or knowledge-base will provide the necessary knowledge to validate or assign “meaning” to input data to produce output information. 












FIGURE 1 Generic Natural Language Processor 
The purpose of this study is to examine the current use of natural language processing for extracting meaningful data from free text in medical reports through a synthesized literature review.  The use of natural language processing has been used to process information from various genres.  It is beneficial to understand if using an NLP with medical reports can perform data extraction from medical reports.  There are many reports in databases all over the world with information in report format and free-text that can be used by different researchers and scientists to gain knowledge.  If NLPs can successfully extract data from these repositories then further research can be performed for understanding information from these free text reports. 
Background
Approaches to NLP
The main purpose of any NLP is to extract or understand human language and to process it into meaning for a specified area of interest or end-user.  There are different approaches to accomplish these tasks that have been described in different research papers.  However, for the purpose of this synthesized literature review the definitions used by the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science 2nd ed. and Brill and Mooney (1997) will be used to define the approaches used in natural language processing.  They are:  symbolic, statistical, and connectionist (Liddy, 2001; Brill & Mooney, 1997).  First, the Symbolic approach (Figure 2) uses analytical tools (lexical, syntactic or semantic processors) to understand language through knowledge schemes and algorithms associated with those specific schemes.  This approach is developed out of human coding and lexicons.  When using the symbolic approach the knowledge structure is represented by logic propositions.  This structure is then manipulated or computed in the inference engine by selecting the rule that can be satisfied and executed against the symbol or knowledge presented (Liddy, 2001).  This NLP method is also described by Brill and Mooney (1997) as “knowledge-based” approach because of the use of a large corpus of domain specific knowledge hand coded by individuals.







FIGURE 2 Symbolic or Knowledge-Base Approach 
	The Statistical Approach (Figure 3) uses mathematical techniques coupled with large text corpora to develop generalized models of linguistic phenomena based on true examples of these phenomena without the addition of linguistic or outside knowledge input.  The Hidden Markov Model is an example of the statistical approach because it has a fixed set of probabilities associated with transitions between states.  In this example each state produces one observable output with certain probability (Liddy, 2001).  Brill and Mooney (1997) associate this approach as the “corpus-based” or “empirical” approach. A corpus is associated with the body of the text. The development is much more data driven and is partially automated due to statistical or machine learning methods.  The main components he describes utilize a computerized learning system and corpus with the knowledge-base to automate the process rather than having a system that depends on human manual entries into the knowledge base.   This approach is different from having a system analyze and translate the language based on a manually coded set of semantics (Brill & Mooney, 1997). The main difference is how the knowledge-base is constructed with the use of computerized techniques for the learning process of the NLP.  It does not necessarily reflect how the output information is generated based on input data.
Brill and Mooney (1997) discuss one type of method of corpus-based learning as part-of –speech tagging.  In this process each word is assigned the appropriate lexical syntactic class such as verb, noun, or article.  Brill and Mooney (1997) also give description that statistical methods use the productions of formal grammar and estimate these probabilistic parameters based on the data used in training the system.  The data used in the training of the system is often pre-annotated which allows the structure of the data to be learned.  This data can then use the part-of-speech tagging method.  The learning occurs by counting various observed events in the training data.  If there is no annotation to the data in the corpus used in training then an automated learning system will apply statistical standard to identify the part-of-speech.  Brill and Mooney (1997) point out that there are supervised methods meaning human supervisors label words of training data with parts-of-speech or semantic representations.  In addition unsupervised methods are also used, but require some type of feedback and assume that all of the sentences encountered in texts are positive examples of grammatical sentences in language.  These methods comprise an automated learning system.
Data used in the training aspect of statistical approaches is the main difference from the symbolic approach.  An example of a statistical approach would be to have a large corpus with data of medical reports.  The medical reports are entered into the automated learning system.  The automated learning system validates the pre-annotated data and applies the probability of a word or phrase being matched with a defined word or phrase that exists in the knowledge-base.  The probability can be dependent on the frequency of the recognized word or phrase.  For example, the phrase “blood clot in lower left lobe” could be pre-annotated with part of speech being “blood clot[noun], in[preposition], lower[adjective], left[adjective, lobe[noun].  These parts-of-speech are now identified.  Next, a lexical match or semantic analysis could be used to identify words or phrase with use of probabilities.  This could be matching “blood clot” to the term embolism.  The following step would be matching “lower left lobe” with the appropriate semantic representation being “left lung lower lobe”.  The phrase to map would then be “pulmonary embolism in left lung lower lobe.”  The ability to map this phrase in the future could depend on frequency of this phrase used in training.  The actually information output of this system would be similar to that of the symbolic approach.  A possible variation could be the use of a syntactic parser before the semantic analysis occurs.  These systems can vary in components.


FIGURE 3 Adapted from Brill and Mooney’s Empirical or Statistical Approach 
 	The Connectionist Approach (Figure 4) does develop generalized models based on known examples of linguistic phenomena.  Liddy describes the connectionist approach as “a network of interconnected simple processing units with knowledge stored in the weights of the components” (Liddy, 2001).  However, the connectionist approach also uses inference, manipulation and translation of the logic.  This connectionist approach can be considered a localist model because each processing component contains its own local function or concept.  The algorithmic weight of the concepts between the processing components will affect the outcomes or relations between the units.  A distributed model is another example of the connectionist approach but it functions by the simultaneous activation by the individual components (Liddy, 2001).   With the connectionist approach it seems to be a more of a non-linear approach because of the relationship between the components.  





FIGURE 4 Connectionist Approach


Having an understanding of the existing approaches to natural language processing will allow for better understanding of the techniques that have evolved over the past six decades.  This will also transition to known problems within the research and field of natural language processing.
Historical overview of NLP
Understanding the history of natural language processing can help us with future research by learning from the evolved approaches and problems.  According to Madeline Bates (1995) natural language processing started in the 1950s in computational linguistics and machine translations.  She described the state of the technology at that time as rather simple to get machines to map one word string to another, but the problem was translating from one natural language to another (Bates, 1995).   For, example mapping between English and Spanish was unachievable at this time because the state of the technology focused on the “domain(s)”, which are defined rules or relevant concepts in specific area of knowledge.  This early method was more of a “corpus-based” language approach that utilizes a large set of structured text (Bates, 1995). 
	She also described the 1960s as a time when the “knowledge-base” approach emerged.  The “knowledge-based” approach can be described as building of a language corpus and mapping the corpus with the meaning of each word or phrase.  Mapping would assign the correct lexical and syntactic meaning or definition to each word in the corpus.  This approach used question answering functions according to Bates (1995) and by building the knowledge-base, the system would retrieve the answer based on the question. The mapping occurred in the knowledge-base between the question and answer.  This approach is still being researched and utilized today (Bates, 1995). 
 In the 1970s application systems began to adopt the use of NLP. One specific application was called SHRDLU, which allowed the user to instruct the application to move various objects around in a “blocks world” (Liddy, 2001).  This application was built on a simple domain of instructions and words that made the application easy to figure out what the user meant.  It was apparent that the human computer interaction with the NLP became important for future development with applications.  Bates (1995) described that every word on the input affected the meaning the system produced.  This resulted in an “either/or result”; results were exact or wrong.  There was no in between function because all input had to have a clearly defined output.  There were set numbers of algorithms to define the output to the input.  This was more of an “empirical” approach than a “symbolic” approach.
	One of the major outcomes from the 1980s was that partial understanding was an accomplishment.  A return to an empirical approach seemed to be emerging within the research area of NLP.  Previously a partial understanding to a word or phrase was considered a complete failure.  According to Brill and Mooney (1997), statistical methods emerged for speech recognition research which in turn shed light on the natural language processing as a whole.  At this stage, partial understanding had value and more important “meaning” because not every word had to be processed to understand the meaning of the sentence.  It was easier to achieve and expect partial meaning from all words than explicit meaning from each individual word.  A corpus-based or empirical approach for NLP uses POS (part-of-speech) tagging, which assigns an appropriate lexical syntactic class for every word.  Both symbolic and empirical techniques were used for NLP at this time and have continued since (Bates, 1995).
	In the 1990s Spoken Language Systems (SLSs) were created to combine speech recognition and language processing.  Data extraction began to occur from text documents because of the content scanning of text documents.  In addition speech translation as well as text extraction began to surface (Bates, 1995).  For example, speech recognition systems were developed for the purpose of medical reporting for physicians.  This type of technology allowed for a physician to dictate a report for a patient and the speech recognition application to process what the physician spoke and put it into text.  Improvements are still being made to make the recognition function better.  This is the next frontier in natural language processing.  
Problems with NLP
	There are problems with natural language processing and the different approaches.  Brill and Mooney (1997) describe one major issue with NLP in general as acquisition, which is automatically identifying and coding of all necessary domain knowledge.  Acquisition is done by having humans manually process or by developing technically advanced automated systems.  Acquisition must occur to provide the semantic meaning or representation to the words or phrases. With natural language processing a level of semantic recognition must be developed.  Semantics has to be applied for meaning to be extracted with natural language processing.  Also, semantic parsing can be a difficult because it requires that a natural language interface be built to a database language such as SQL or UNIX.  The problem lies in extracting the entities in a sentence and matching the semantic roles (Brill & Mooney, 1997).    Semantic understanding is a problem in NLP because an individual or groups of people have to decide the meaning of the word, sentences, or phrases.  In addition a person must program and decide how a NLP or system can understand or give meaning to the same semantics.  Bates (1995) notes that the “output of the semantic component is the meaning of the input” (p. 9979).  However, she points out that meaning is influenced by the context in which it is used, such as medical semantics.  There are many ways to express a condition in medicine that mean the same thing.  For example, “chest pain” can also mean the same thing as “angina” or “pain in chest”.  Another is “blood clot in lungs” means the same as “pulmonary embolism”.  Different synonyms can be used to produce the same meaning.  This is why it becomes important to have a technology that can apply meaning to specific words and then extract that meaning to equal another set of words or phrases.  When doing research we want the meaning of the language and not the language itself.
The second problem Brill and Mooney (1997) discuss is coverage, which is the accounting for the phenomena in a given domain or application.  Being able to discover and encapsulate all of the phenomena and knowledge in the data of a domain is the solution but takes a lot of manual work.  The other option is to develop an automated method that uses computer processing to understand the data presented.  The historical difficulty in the development and use of all types of NLP is the corpus of lexical data available to build the databases.  Because many approaches and NLPs are domain specific, which refers to a specific discipline or genre of information, these data are necessary to build the corpus and “knowledge-base” to provide semantic meaning to the data.  With use of a “knowledge-based” approach word sense disambiguation can occur.  That means the machine or application must decide what meaning is correct for the word depending on its context (Brill & Mooney, 1997).  Understanding the inadequate problems will lend itself to better development to make NLP usage a more valuable tool in the future.
A third issue problem identified by Brill and Mooney (1997) is robustness, which is the ability to accommodate real data with aspects not accounted for by the underlying model.  This is a problem based on the above mentioned issues.  Systems are not robust with knowledge and understanding of all of the information in many cases in specific domains let alone data that may be outside of the domain (Brill & Mooney, 1997).  Because acquisition and coverage are problems, systems lack robustness in knowledge and, in turn, performance is inadequate.  Systems that require less manual and human interaction could potentially make robustness less of an issue because the automation of developing the learning capabilities of the system improved by use of probabilities to accommodate non-accounted for data input into the NLP.
A fourth major issue Brill and Mooney (1997) discuss is extensibility, which is the ability to extend a system to a new set of data or new task or domain.  It is safe to say that many NLPs are domain specific.  For example, a NLP built to extract data from chest x-rays would have a difficult time with extracting data from head CT scans if the system is not built in a robust manner.  The problem of extensibility plagues NLPs because of the amount of work required to build domain knowledge.  The other obstacle is encouraging researchers to abandon domain development and focus on a global language approach (Brill & Mooney, 1997).  However, the use of domain specific NLPs are essential for looking for meaningful data from a specific genre of information.  With more focus with applications on specific areas such as radiology or oncology the development may take less time when evaluating reports for the area of concern.  Developing automated techniques with technology and computers could decrease this problem.
Medical reports are created by physicians and then coded by specially trained individuals who use specified coding techniques for billing and abstracting purposes.  Daniel Heinze has done a number of studies on the use of NLP and how it has advantages over manual coding techniques, using ICD-9, CPT, and DRG.  One problem he points out is that these are manual processes performed by humans, and therefore, subject to some error (Heinze et al., 2001a).  In addition, this type of coding does not capture all of the data that are available from these reports.  These types of coding methods may capture a final diagnosis, but may not capture historical data within the medical reports that discuss events and possible other disease states that may have lead up to this outcome. The context of the coding scheme is limited to the specific patient diagnosis or procedure performed (Heinze et al., 2001a).   
Finding domain expert systems that can adequately understand free-text in medical reports will allow for researchers and health informaticists to make use of the billions of free-text reports that exist in various electronic repositories throughout the world.  There are current medical coding systems in place that do help in reporting such as ICD-9, CPT, Diagnosis Related Groupings (DRG), American College of Radiology Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (ACR BI-RADS).  However, these systems are limited for understanding all the language and semantics of reports in medicine.  These coding techniques are relevant for disease classification, billing procedures and certain reporting techniques, but they do not allow us to grasp all of the medical free-text data that is captured in various forms.  End-user contextual understanding cannot always be achieved from these coding schemes.  Various researchers may want different information from this free-text data other than primary diagnosis or billing codes.  So a possible advantage of using an NLP over specific coding schemes could be the ability for the end-user to extract contextual understanding from free-text reports.  Different types of end-users cannot use the output of coding schemes extract all contextual information from free-text reports.
In addition, human error is introduced because not all individuals using these coding techniques are looking for all of the meaning in the reports. To use knowledge embedded in free-text we must develop automated techniques that accurately code natural language and apply that knowledge to extracted free-text data to deliver meaning from various semantics and language.  Using the above mentioned historical approaches with new developments in research can be viable alternatives for NLPs with free-text extraction.	
Purpose






This study used the approach to synthesizing research described by Harris Cooper (1998).  The steps for conducting the synthesized review of the literature include a three phased method.  
PHASE 1
In this part of the research a literature review was initiated by collecting existing primary research papers for review of the topic of natural language processing. Two databases (Ovid and PubMed) were searched to retrieve primary literature on natural language processing research.  
PHASE 2
 In this step the literature retrieved in Phase 1 was sorted to determine appropriateness for the study.  Due to the anticipated number of research papers available, clear and concise criteria to include articles and exclude others were developed.  First, a study had to specify use of natural language processing to extract or code free-text.  Second, the research paper had to report some metric of how results were measured.  For example, was there understandable metric that identified the use of NLP?  Third, primary research papers could use specific domains, but not every type of report would fit every type of research.  For instance, the reports may have needed to be admission chest x-ray reports; even though this was domain specific it would be a valid study for use of NLP evaluation.  Fourth, the research had to show that NLP use was compared against other computer applications or human processes.  A clear reference standard or “gold” standard had to be used in the primary research.  The point of evaluating and reviewing these papers is to understand if an NLP approach adequately extracted meaningful data from the text.  All included papers had to show a clear testing of NLP with extracting data from free-text medical reports.
There were also reasons to exclude research papers.  Some literature may discuss the use of free-text extraction and coding, but not with the use of natural language processing.  Exclusion also occurred if the type of NLP was never identified and the method for how the human coding or computer generated coding was not specified.  A final reason for exclusion was if there was no clear metric for NLP performance.  In order to evaluate on a large scale there had to be some measurement of quantitative or qualitative outcomes that demonstrate if the approach was successful or unsuccessful.
To validate a paper’s inclusion/exclusion criteria it was necessary to identify specific pieces of information from the primary research papers.   Identification methods were adapted from Harris Cooper (1998) to achieve specific information from the primary research papers.  The purpose was to identify the important information from the papers to make sure they fit the above mentioned criteria for final inclusion/exclusion.  There were seven categories used to pull information:  report identification, setting of the study, subjects, medical data source, methodology and domain Type (Cooper, 1998). 
1.	Report Identification includes the author(s), background of the report, source of the report, when it was published and how the report was discovered.
2.	Setting of the study describes the geographical or type of location where the study took place.
3.	Subjects helps understand what or who the participants involved, how many participants where involved, and possible age.  
4.	Medical Data Source This describes where or what type of medical data the primary researchers used to evaluate the NLP.
5.	Methodology is how the research was designed for the primary study.  
6.	Domain Type refers to the genre or type of medical reporting being evaluated in the primary research papers such as radiology reports would constitute a domain.  Also, a more granular meaning a specific type of radiology report could be used.  For example, orthopedic x-ray reports could be a domain type.

	PHASE 3
After all of the pertinent literature had been evaluated against the inclusion/exclusion criteria, a final subset of papers was identified for analysis.  In the final phase a coding sheet was used to evaluate each paper and extract metrics for the categories described.  The metrics extracted lend themselves to various outcomes that will be discussed in the results section. 
In order to evaluate the articles in a quantitative manner, a review of NLP articles was needed to synthesize metrics that could be used to understand the valuable of NLPs. A “coding sheet” was developed to organize and synthesize information on NLP for medical reports (Cooper, 1998). Based on recommendations by Madeline Bates (Bates, 1995), Carol Friedman (Friedman, 2000), Wendy Chapman (2004), Marcelo Fiszman (Fiszman, 1998) and Grimm (Grimm, 1995), the papers were evaluated in 17 dimensions.  Each dimension was defined and applied to the primary research identified; however, not all of the dimensions applied to each primary research paper.

1.	Vocabulary size:  Amount of defined words in application or domain (Bates, 1995). 
2.	Error rate:  Percentage of input answered incorrectly or not answered at all (Bates, 1995). 
3.	Amount of ambiguity:  Percentage of words or phrases that have multiple meanings in different domains (Friedman, 2000). 
4.	Disambiguation rules:  Rules that can differentiate between words and abbreviations that have similar meanings (Friedman, 2000). 
5.	Reference standard or Gold Standard:  human expert or expert system that the NLP is being compared to for validation (Friedman, 2000).
6.	Report structure: structured or unstructured report.
7.	 Number of medical reports used in Primary research:  True number of reports or free-text medical documents used in research paper.
8.	Number of training reports:  Number of reports used in training the NLP.
9.	Number of testing reports:  Number of reports used in testing of NLP.
10.	Recall:  Number of correct instantiations by the number of expected instantiations (Fiszman et al., 1998). 
11.	Precision:  number of correct instantiations by the total number of instantiations (Fiszman et al., 1998).  
12.	Sensitivity:  Percentage of "true positives" (Grimm & Yarnold, 1995). 
13.	Specificity:  Percentage of "true negatives" (Grimm & Yarnold, 1995). 
14.	Positive Predictive Value (PPV):  Reports predicted to be in target group that truly belong to target group (Grimm & Yarnold, 1995). 
15.	Negative Predictive Value (NPV):  Reports predicted to be in other group that truly was in the other group (Grimm & Yarnold, 1995). 
16.	NLP approach:  Symbolic, Statistical, or Connectionist (Brill & Mooney, 1997; Liddy, 2001).







Primary Research Evaluation Form





Reference standard or Gold Standard	 	 
Report structure	 	 
Total Number of medical reports used in Primary research	 	 
Number of training reports	 	 













The main approach with this research used comparative research as units of the overall outcome.  This approach was chosen because most of the research lends itself to both qualitative and quantitative analysis, but we used the quantitative data from each paper to summarize the current state of the science of NLP as a free-text extraction tool. In addition, analyzing comparative metrics advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to NLP was revealed. One outcome of this analysis was the identification of gaps in the current research, which will provide direction for innovation in development of NLP technologies.
Results
PHASE 1
A search of the Ovid database was performed for different types of queries.  A search of the term “natural language processing” returned no hits. In retrospect, this was an obvious error.  Next a query was preformed for “medical reports” and “natural language processing” and it ended in 15 matches for review.  Then a search on the terms “medical reports” and “computers” was performed, which generated 465 research papers in the Ovid database.  The search strategy was repeated in the PubMed database, resulting in another 60 articles.  All titles and abstracts that were specific to gene coding or gene sequencing were discarded.  Approximately 70 papers pertained to medical reporting and computerization.
PHASE 2
	This phase focused specifically on identifying the studies to be included in the final analysis.  A search of the Ovid database was performed on the term natural language processing.  In addition the abstract was reviewed to determine if it was relevant to medical reporting.  Also PubMed was searched for relevant primary research in the same way.  All primary research papers identified with NLP as a main focus of research were printed for review.  Research time period was not limited.  After gathering all of the relevant papers and reading through titles and abstracts, there were 40 papers that needed further evaluation to be included in the synthesized review.  One challenge was pulling the information needed from the papers and validating that they could help support the understanding that NLP is an important tool in free text extraction of information in health or medical informatics.  
	 Only research papers using natural language processing to extract data from medical reports and provide meaning of the free text were included in this phase of analysis.  Applying these criteria ensured that the results were strictly from primary research papers. Also these criteria provided scientific evidence about NLPs as a valid method of extracting meaning from free-text data in medical reports.
	There were also reasons to exclude other research papers.  Some literature discussed the use of free-text extraction and coding, but not with the use of natural language processing.  For instance one particular paper tested the use of keyword search to then classify a finding.  It used a different method of extraction than NLP.  One particular paper was excluded because the description of the NLP was never discussed and the method for how the human coding or computer generated coding was unclear.  Final reason for exclusion was if there was no clear metric for NLP performance.  
After reviewing the 40 remaining papers and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 10 primary research papers met the criteria for inclusion in the final phase.

PHASE 3
	The final 10 primary research papers reviewed did reveal quantitative measurements for the use of natural language processing in information extraction.  Each paper was reviewed to extract all information available in the in the 17 dimensions previously defined (Mamlin et al., 2003; Fiszman et al., 1998; Chapman, Fiszman, Dowling, Chapman, & Rinflesch, 2004; Chapman, Bridewell, Hanbury, Cooper, & Buchanan, 2001a; Hripcsak et al., 1995; Hripcsak, Austin, Alderson & Friedman, 2002; Barrows, Busuioc, & Friedman, 2000; Chapman et al., 2005; Chapman, Bridewell, Hanbury, Cooper, & Buchanan, 2001b; Heinze, Horsch, & Holbrook, 2001b).  The data from the final 10 papers were entered into a spreadsheet for analysis.  
Four of the papers were compiled by the same author Wendy Chapman (Chapman et al., 2005; Chapman et al., 2001a; Chapman et al., 2004; Chapman 2001b). The analysis revealed that these papers reported the results of distinctly different NLP studies. In her research, Chapman evaluated the use of negation phrases. This was interesting because the study focused on the use of negation phrases within the context of the data, which differed from evaluation using other NLP systems.   She did one paper on negation in regards to disease findings in discharge summaries and one paper of negation phrases in narrative clinical reports (Chapman et al., 2001a and 2001b). 
George Hripcsak was lead author of 2 of the papers (Hripcsak et al., 2002; Hripcsak et al., 1995).   One paper focused on clinical information from chest x-ray reports (Hripcsak et al., 2002) and another focused on extraction from narrative reports (Hripcsak et al., 1995).  Hripcsak used a NLP called MEDLEE for both papers.  
Daniel Heinze focused his paper on the NLP called Lifecode® to extract and code reports (Heinze et al., 2001b).  Randolph Barrows focused on a comparative study between an NLP that did limited parsing for glaucoma findings and the NLP MEDLEE that is developed for findings of chest x-rays and mammograms (Barrows et al., 2000).  Marcelo Fiszman focused his paper on the extraction of information from ventilation and perfusion scan reports (Fiszman et al., 1998).  Burke Mamlin also did an evaluation of LifeCode® which focuses on extracting information from radiology reports to code the reports for billing purposes (Mamlin et al., 2003).    
LifeCode® is a commercial tool used by Heinze and Mamlin in the research paper (Heinze et al., 2001b; Mamlin et al., 2003).  It was very well described in both primary research papers that LifeCode® uses a symbolic approach.  This was one of the few papers that actually stated its approach type.  Chapman used a product called Metamap for research on respiratory findings of emergency department reports (Chapman et al., 2004).  From information included in her research paper it appears this is also a symbolic approach.  However, in her papers regarding negation phrases to identify patient subsets based on text data from medical records was used and it is a non-definable approach because there is not enough information provided to determine the approach.  The data extraction tool is called IPS and negation algorithm tool used is called NegEx (Chapman et al., 2001a and 2001b).  Chapman also used a statistical approach to NLP in her paper involving triage of chief complaints.  This tool was called M+ (Chapman et al., 2005).  Fiszman used an NLP called Symtext that appears to be a statistical tool based that it is using a transformational grammar application and Bayesian Network (Fiszman et al., 1998) Hripcsak used a very well known NLP called MEDLEE and it clearly uses a symbolic approach (Hripcsak et al., 2002; Hripcsak et al., 1995).  Barrows also used MEDLEE but that was for ad-hoc evaluation of a different NLP called a Glaucoma Dedicated Parser, which appears to be a symbolic approach (Barrows et al., 2000). The symbolic or “knowledge-base” comprised 60% while the statistical or “empirical” approach made up 20% and 20% were non-definable based on lack of information.  The connectionist approach was not identified in the findings.  And there were no significant differences in metrics between the two noted approaches.  
Of the 10 papers 80% used a physician or clinician as the “gold” standard against which results were measured.  Total number of reports used in research was mentioned in all but one of the papers.  Amount of reports used in testing and training the NLP was noted in four of the papers (Chapman et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2001; Chapman et al., 2005; Chapman et al., 2001).  Recall was identified in four papers, and precision was noted in five papers (Mamlin et al., 2003; Fiszman et al., 1998; Chapman et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2001; Barrows et al., 2000). Accuracy was identified in 2 papers (Heinze et al., 2001b; Barrows et al., 2000).  Sensitivity and specificity was noted in four papers (Hripcsak et al., 1995; Hripcsak et al., 2002; Chapman et al., 2005; Chapman et al., 2001b).  Positive predictive value was noted in two papers, while negative predictive value was shown in one (Chapman et al., 2005; Chapman et al., 2001b).  For domain type of reports a mixture of medical narratives, chest x-ray reports, ventilation/perfusion scan reports, emergency department reports, triage chief complaints, and discharge summaries were represented. 
Recall average of the four papers was 85%.  Precision of the five papers was 87.7%.  Accuracy average was 97%.  Sensitivity average was 84%, while specificity was 97.4%.  Positive predictive value was 87.8%.  Obviously this sample is small, but the numbers still represent the positive findings in favor of using natural language processing.  These are all reported statistics that were measured against a “gold standard” of which domain experts respective of the reports.  Primary research that used large number of reports yielded a high precision and recall rate (Fiszman et al., 1998; Chapman et al., 2001b; Heinze et al., 2001b; Barrows et al., 2000).
One common thread among many of the papers was to detect an actual disease state.  In one paper Chapman was looking to extract respiratory findings (Chapman et al., 2004).  Another paper by Hripcsak focused on detection of reported clinical conditions of chest X-rays (Hripcsak et al., 2002).  Mamlin and colleagues (2003) looked at extraction of cancer related findings.  Fiszman and others (1998) were specifically looking at ways to extract information from V/Q scans for reporting of pulmonary embolism.  All of these points show the common thread of using NLPs to specifically extract information from data to provide contextual meaning for their specific research interest.
















	The small sample of primary research of NLP makes understanding state of technology rather difficult.  However, with the research reviewed it is clear that there has been at least limited success with information extraction from free text with use of NLPs.  Precision and recall were very good overall except one reported research was far off from the others (Chapman et al., 2004). However, that study (Chapman et al, 2004) reported the use of only 28 reports, which could explain the low rates of precision and recall. Understanding more about how the NLP for the specific primary research would help explain how to improve the performance.  Some of the research papers did explain that the system was tested with very little intervention of changing the domain and lexicon that existed.  In that case the results would appear very successful.  
The majority of the research papers were designed and tested against specific domains. But domain specific NLPs may perform well only because they have had lots of time cultivating the specific tasks.  It is possible that most of the NLPs included in Phase 3 may not perform as well if they were processing reports in a different domain.  The manner in which the NLPs are measured against human experts is a constructive way of measuring the outcome of the processing capabilities.  There was a clear understanding of how the outcome of the NLP was validated in each paper in regards to the human gold standard.  The validation against the gold standards may be subjective, but the whole idea of understanding the information that exists is subjective.  
Another issue is that queries of the NLPs are subjective by the end-user.  The queries used with the NLPs evaluated were specific to an end-user, and the programming technique required of the NLP to perform specific queries, such as querying for six specific respiratory symptoms, in turn could potentially yield better results.  It is important to understand what information the researchers were querying from the NLPs because the NLPs could have been designed with a knowledge-base just for a specific genre.  If a system is designed on the premise of chest x-ray evaluation and the knowledge-base is built based upon that genre it should yield fairly good results from chest x-ray reports.  Once NLPs improve in ability to extract information with more extensibility, we should see systems compared against other systems and human experts on a broad array of domains.  The underlying process will still be measured against human standards. 
	Structured Reporting
	Use of structured reporting may help with information extraction in that NLPs could analyze reports easier due to reports being segmented into parts.  NLPs could look for header information and then extract information in sections. This concept was discussed but not supported by Fiszman (1998). This approach could be tested with any of the NLPs.  Many end-users who create these data use structured reporting methods today.  In addition an end-user may have the ability to research specific areas or segments of the report if a structured reporting method is being used.  However, extracting information from sections of reports somewhat side steps the purpose for creating these NLP systems.  End-users want to spend less time with input and have tools such as NLPs extract that information.  By structuring data, this limits the end-users’ ability in perceived workflow.  

Identified Problems
	Brill and Mooney’s problems (1997) identified earlier are evident in the results of this review.   Acquisition was not well defined in the primary research reviewed.  There were some indications that most of the information was originally coded by individuals but there was nothing conclusive to indicate that these systems were updated.  The issue of coverage seemed to be pretty well defined within the NLPs tested.  Most were domain specific.  However, a domain of general medical reports can still have infinite knowledge to code.  The challenge for future systems would be to develop a way to have the system self code.  Robustness and extensibility are shown as challenges because the majority of the research papers in Phase 3 were not trying to process and extract information outside a specific domain.  The way to address these challenges would be to create systems that are more automated by computational algorithms so that the limitation of human coding or building of the systems does not become a limiting factor.  The case of robustness seemed to favor the NLPs because they appeared to work well with their domain. More research in regards to increasing the extensibility of NLPs should yield higher performance non-specific genres.  If the statistical approach makes the system learn faster without manual human coding of the NLP knowledge-base, then it would be the more effective approach to generate a more robust system in a faster manner.  However, just having more people spend more time training a symbolic approach NLP could improve upon the problem of robustness.  An automated method of training would make the most sense for future development.  However, research by Barrows did take on the challenge of trying to use an NLP primarily designed for radiology reports and put it to the task of processing notational reports for glaucoma from ophthalmologists (Barrows et al., 2000).  This particular study showed the NLP did quite well considering it was not modified.  This shows promise that further research could be done to stretch the boundaries of what exists currently.  The further research goes with these specific categories the more likely we would see NLPs that could be adopted into mainstream use.  There is potential for NLP systems to replace current manual processes.
Medical Coding
	One of those areas that could potentially be replaced by NLPs is coding systems.  Hripcsak (1995) notes that coding can be similar, but it is really just to maximize payment for reimbursement of services not of data collecting.  There may be parallels of coding and NLP extracted information but the level of granularity would not be adequate with a human coding scheme that exists today in any form.  Human coding schemes limit the ability to extract all of the information in a report.  For example, an ICD-9 code may be created for a person to get an exam, but the outcome of that exam may be more extensible than just the previously noted diagnosis.  Therefore the need for using NLP technology in place of or addition to coding schemes lends itself for better understanding of patient data.  One argument can be made that using an automated system would eliminate human errors in coding, but no NLPs that exist today are without error.  In addition it may be unfair to compare the use of coding systems to natural language processing because of the expected functions of each type of methodology.  However, it is feasible that the further development of NLPs may lend itself to assisting coding methodologies to properly perform certain tasks.  It is also a potential way to automate the process.  A recommended idea for future research would be to evaluate and NLP side by side with manual coding method to discover the deficiencies in both methods.  This type of analysis would shed light on where NLPs stand in the ability to code information with fewer errors than the human counterparts.
	NLP Validity and Approach
	Based on the results of the primary research there was no definitive way to validate one NLP approach as an industry standard.  Two types of approaches were recognized in the primary research papers.  The symbolic approach was used in six studies while the statistical approach was in two, and two were undetermined.  There was no clear sign of a hybrid method or connectionist approach.  With what seems to be a lack of industry standard there is still validity of the approaches used in the primary research papers.  A possibility of future research would be to see two systems different in their approach extract information from the same data.  The same metrics would need to be obtained.  It would also be beneficial to see how different approaches stack up against each other in terms of problems identified earlier. It could be very beneficial to compare the symbolic and statistical approaches side by side with the same data input and output.  However, it may be more important to see how these systems perform with the building of the “knowledge-base” and their abilities to address acquisition, coverage, robustness, and extensibility, 
 In addition these systems were designed with specific extraction goals in mind for the researcher.  It is difficult to determine how any of these systems would perform given a list of different query commands than those noted in the primary research papers.  An additional recommendation for future research is to test these systems with varying types of information queries.  Different queries of information could be performed in the same domain or in a different domain.  
Limitations
	There are some limitations to the synthesized literature review performed on the primary research.  In Phase 1 in gathering research papers it was noted that searching the Ovid database with the query “natural language processing” yielding no results.  That was incorrect after going back and performing the task again.  There were a possible 400 plus papers that could have been included in phase 1.  Some important papers may have been missed in the research or excluded at first pass.  In addition because of when the search was performed newer or other on-line information may be available today that did not exist when the original search was performed.  The sample size was also small considering the search and inclusion criteria.  A larger variety of primary authors would be a good consideration for doing this type of review in the future.  Also, there could be very valuable literature information on widely used commercial products or companies that have information in regards to natural language processing.  However, this information was not uncovered in this research.  This would have been highly unlikely to come across since the searches for literature focused on primary research that was from an academic sources and not commercial.  Another area that could be improved on in other reviews would be to gather primary research that uses identical metrics to validate their system.
CONCLUSION
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